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How we look at blocks
• When we say: “B is a block” we mean: “B is a block of RG for some group G ”.
• What can be said about all blocks that share a given defect group D?
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Classical results on tame blocks
• Brauer & Olsson studied the character theory of tame blocks (number of

characters, their height, etc.).
• Erdmann classified all “algebras of (semi-)dihedral or quaternion type”. This class

of algebras
• is defined in representation theoretic terms. Defining properties: symmetric,

indecomposable, tame rep. type, non-singular Cartan matrix and conditions on the
shape of its “stable Auslander-Reiten components”.
• contains all tame blocks, but also algebras which aren’t blocks.
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And an equivalence just for blocks
Two blocks A and B with a common defect group D can also be Puig equivalent,
which is even stronger than merely being Morita equivalent.
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Theorem (E)
(?) is true for all blocks of dihedral defect, and blocks of quaternion defect with three
isomorphism classes of simple modules.

Remark
• Part of the Q8 -case was already settled by Holm-Kessar-Linckelmann.
• The only blocks of quaternion defect where (?) is open are those with two simple

modules. That is exactly where Donovan conjecture is as yet unsolved.
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Remark
This method also allowed to show that certain algebras in Erdmann’s classification do
not occur as blocks. Now we know exactly which algebras occur as blocks with
dihedral defect groups.
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Problem
What do the above groups of self-equivalences look like?
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{ support τ -tilting modules over A } ←→ { support τ -tilting modules over A/zA }
This reduces the determination of 2-term tilting complexes over tame blocks to an
(easy) classification problem of a class of modules over much smaller “string algebras”.

Conclusion
In the situation of tame blocks, this is enough to give generators for the groups of
(“standard”) derived self-equivalences (Aihara-Mizuno).

Question
Can we describe the group of stable self-equivalences of “Morita type” of tame blocks?

Thank you for your attention!

